City Ranger 2250

Grass Collector

Our grass collector is an effective combination of two units: a rotary mower to collect the grass and
a hopper to store it. The rotary mower connects directly to a central collection hose, which itself is
connected to the hopper. The hose is located under the machine to avoid increasing the overall width
of the mower, while retaining the rotary mower’s excellent manoeuvrability (refer to the rotary
mower data sheet for further details).
The hopper is manufactured from moulded plastic, which is designed to withstand corrosive grass
residue. It is compact yet has a large capacity of 750 l, which means less emptying. Also, the grass
is cut twice in transit from mower to hopper, which means that it takes up very little space. When
the hopper does need emptying, it’s all done via a joystick from the comfort of the cab seat, so
the operator doesn’t even need to get off.
Save time and savour the results!
The time saved mowing grass and collecting it in one pass is clear. Also, the Nilfisk Outdoor grass
collector can tackle long grass, which means less cutting throughout the year. The grass collector
cleans up after itself, leaving an attractive, clipping-free area. - and without any leaves if a leaf
collection hose (extra equipment) is fitted.
When you change attachments, the City Ranger 2250 hydraulic hoses are
connected at the turn of a handle!
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Technical data

Grass Collector
Dimensions
Attached:
Length
Width
Height without leaf collection hose
Height with leaf collection hose

3,230 mm
1,285 mm
1,960 mm
2,150 mm

Storage dimensions:

3,230 mm

1,285 mm

Length
Width
Height without leaf collection hose
Height with leaf collection hose

1,700 mm
940 mm
1,950 mm
2,150 mm

Key features
Effective and direct airflow in the hose minimises the risk of blockage between the closely-positioned
mower and hopper
The rotary mower’s ability to mow all types of grass, whether long, wet or thick, makes it a flexible and
adaptable partner
The cutting width is 1,210 mm – the same as the rotary mower without the hopper
The hopper has a capacity of 750 l
Easy emptying without the need to leave your seat. Joystick-controlled hydraulic tip function with
automatic hinged rear cover
Variably adjustable from 575 to 1,860 mm means the hopper can be emptied directly into any container
within this height range
The hopper is easy to clean
The supplied frame allows for simple and rapid attaching and removal of the hopper
Extra equipment
Leaf collection hose: It is also possible to remove leaves with the grass collector. When a leaf collection
hose is fitted on the hopper, you can remove leaves in places where the mower cannot work – up to 6 m.
The lightweight leaf collection hose is discretely fitted on the top of the hopper, when not in use.

Technical data:
Weight
Hopper frame weight
Hopper volume
Max. hopper load
Tipping level from ground,
without high tipping:
Tipping level from ground,
with high tipping:
Airflow
Air speed
Recommended
operating speed
Sound power level, re
Directive 2000/14/EU

202 kg
31 kg
750 liter
500 kg
575 mm
Variably adjustable
from 575 to 1,860 mm
2,400 m3/h
120 km/h

CE certified according to EU Directive

Grass filter (10 mm): The hopper is supplied with a 5 mm grass filter as standard, to minimise airborne
deposits when working with dry grass. A 10 mm grass filter increases airflow and suction power, and is an
advantage when working with damp and heavy grass
Plastic panel: Used for very damp and sticky grass. The plastic panel is inserted into the hopper to
prevent the grass filter from becoming blocked
Mulch mower and rotary mower kits:
You can quickly convert the grass collector to a non-collecting mulch mower or standard rotary mower
with the help of special kits available at all authorised Nilfisk Outdoor dealers
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